The following instability regions for blueward evolving supergiants are outlined and compared: 
We summarise earlier work in thisfield.
Stothers and Chin (1996) showed that in certainareas of the HR diagram the mean valueof r_ (= (dlnP/dlnp)_d)can take valuesbelow 4/3, which implies dynamic instability of thestar. As a consequence,a highlyevolvedstarto which thisappliescan be triggeredto a phase ofsteady expansion or contraction.Thus, they were able to definetwo regionsof dynamic instability in the upper pert of the HR diagram, one forTell<_ 10000, another for higher temperatures. These areas were calledthe 'yellow-rod' and the 'blue' dynamic instability regions.
Nieuwenhuijzen and de Jager(1995,summarized by de Jager,1998) outlined two regionsin the HR diagram where in the atmospheres of blueward evolving stars, hence very evolved objects,fiveconditionsare obeyed. These are:ge/! < 0.3 cms-2; dp/dz < 0 (z is the vertical ordinate)in the relatively deep parts of the photospheres; the sonic point, Le. the level where v_i_ ----V,_nd, lies inside the photosphere; the sum gell + g_tJ < 0 during part of the pulsation; and F1 < 4/3 in part of the line-forming part of the photosphere. 2 Areas of stellar dynamic instability Ritter (1879) showed that for radial dynamic stability the ratio of specific heats 7 should exceed the value 4/3. More generally, Ledoux (1958) and (_ = 2v,, which may be more than a maximum case for the most luminous hot stars, because for such stars, for which the sonic point is situated in photospheric regions (Fig. 3) , the large observed (_-value is partly due to the strong v(r) gradient over the region of line formation, and the real value of (u is therefore
smaller. An example is the B2 supergiant H:R80077 (Carpay et al., 1989 ) for which _ = 23 km s -1 . For cooler and less luminous stars _ = 2v, is a valid approximation.
The various accelerations were derived on the basis of the equation of conservation of momentum, written as
in which we write where 1 dP_
Further P,.=_/I,.,cos2Odw.
Eq. (3) is written as -i
Vw--4_r2 p.
gel! = gN + gr -4-gw + gt.
which defines the four components and their sum.
All five quantities are
depth dependent, and not to a small degree: Cases are rare in which gelf varies by less than a factor 2 over the photosphere and there are many cases in which the range is larger than a factor 10. Evidently, the structure of a photosphere in which gel! varies over such a large range differs greatly from one in which it is constant with depth. Table 3 . We checked that this average is close to the 'best' value and therefore, starting with the fourth iteration, we usually took as input parameters for the 2nth iteration There are models for which the latter is negative while the former is not. These models thus define a transition region between models for which the average gell values are positive and negative respectively. That transition region is too thin to make it well visible in Fig. 2 . Note in Fig. 2 iiii .... de Jager, 2000; de Jager et al.,2001). We think that this behaviour can be interpretedas a dynamic instability triggeredby the decrease of < g_!l > to below zero. The observationsshow that < gel! > < 0 the lasttime in 1978.
That period was followedby one of enhanced mass loss (around 1980 -1982) , and that event was followed,startingin the period 1983 -1985, by the long period of Tel/increase.
4
The depth of the sonic point years. We forward the hypothesisthat itsinstability isdue to the combination of three causes: The staris locatedat the boundary of the < gel! > < 0 area and insidethe T,o_ > 0.01area,and the object isalsodynamically unstable (cf. Fig. I ). These effects may explainthe instability and the largesurrounding gas clouds. Bl6cker et al. (1999) suggest that a phase of heavy mass lossoccurred some 60 to 90 years ago.
One aspect of the large rso_ values is that the replacement time trep/ of the photosphere is relatively short. We estimate itat H/vs where H is the scale height. Insertingthe expressionsfor the two variablesand taking p and 7 equal to unity (fororder-of-magnitude considerations), one obtains trera= (_q'ell)I/2/g_!!.For a star with Tel/ = 10 000 K and gel/ = 1 we have trepl = 10 days. A related matter is that of the relative extent of the photospheres.
To get an impression, we calculated for a number of the model atmospheres the value of Ar/R, where r is the radial distance between the levels with TR = 0.001 and 10. The outcome is presented in Fig. 4 . It appears that for the three unstable yellow hypergiants that were mentioned several times in this paper the relative extent of the photosphere is larger than 0.3, a considerable fraction of the star. Ar is the radial distance between the levels with 7"R= 0.001 and 10; R is the stellar radius. The diagram is for the case _ = 2v8.
Conclusions
The main results of this study are contained in Figs. 1 to 3. They demonstrate the presence of two regions of stellar interior dynamic instability, one in the yellow-red and another in the blue part of the HR diagram.
In addition, it
appears that the atmospheres of blueward evolving supergiants become unstable when their effective temperature has risen to about 8000 K, for two reasons: The average gel! value becomes negative, and the sonic point is getting situated in photospheric regions. We have compared these results with the recent life histories of two yellow hypergjants, HR8752 and IRC+10420, and we have shown that their behaviour can be explained on the basis of the data presented in this paper. It is obvious that the two areas in the HR diagram, defined by gell < 0 and by T,o. > 0.01 differ in shape and position from the 'yellow void' and the 'blue instability region', as described in section 1. That is because these latter two regions were defined according to five criteria. We think that the present study does not invaliditate the earlier results, but they do allow more specific studies of atmopsheric instability.
